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Modeling SARS-CoV-2 substitution processes:1

predicting the next variant2
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3
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Abstract5

We build statistical models to describe the substitution process6

in the SARS-CoV-2 as a function of explanatory factors describing7

the sequence, its function, and more. These models serve two differ-8

ent purposes: first, to gain knowledge about the evolutionary biology9

of the virus; and second, to predict future mutations in the virus,10

in particular, non-synonymous amino acid substitutions creating new11

variants. We use tens of thousands of publicly available SARS-CoV-212

sequences and consider tens of thousands of candidate models.13

Through a careful validation process, we confirm that our chosen14

models are indeed able to predict new amino acid substitutions: can-15

didates ranked high by our model are eight times more likely to occur16

than random amino acid changes. We also show that named variants17

of interest were highly ranked by our models before their appearance,18

emphasizing the value of our models for identifying likely variants of19

interest and potentially utilizing this knowledge in vaccine design and20

other aspects of the ongoing battle against COVID-19.21

The intense community effort of SARS-CoV-2 sequencing has yielded a22

wealth of information about the mutations that have occurred in the virus23

since it first appeared in humans.24

∗Corresponding author
†Department of Statistics and Operations Research, School of Mathematical Sciences,

Tel-Aviv University, 6997801, Tel-Aviv, Israel
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Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of the virus is critical for infer-25

ring its origin [32, 39], understanding its underlying biological mechanisms26

like mutagenic immune system responses [16, 29] and recombination [43, 4],27

predicting virus variants [5, 37, 7] and for vaccine and drug development28

[2, 11].29

Recently there has been a spur of interest in analyzing substitution rates30

for SARS-CoV-2 [30, 10, 28]. Common analyses relate to explaining factors31

such as genes [22, 9, 13], CpG pairs [40, 31], context [12, 10] and codon32

and amino acid frequency [20, 17]. However, all previous work relied on a33

statistical analysis of the effect of each factor in isolation through summary34

statistics. If we seek to gain a deeper understanding and utility, we should35

consider these factors in tandem and aspire to build models that describe the36

entire mutation process as a function of all relevant information.37

In this work, we employ regression in a big-data approach to identify38

the best statistical models for explaining the substitution rate distribution39

in observed sequences. We build a dataset containing 51,527 inferred substi-40

tutions for training the models based on a phylogenetic tree reconstruction41

from 61,835 available sequences [3] (as of February 8th, 2021).42

We use the inferred substitutions in these sequences to identify the factors43

affecting substitution rates at different locations in the viral genome. We use44

our learned model to predict which sites in the genome are likely to mutate45

in the future and contribute to the formation of novel variants. Our methods46

can help vaccine design, medical research, and other tasks in the ongoing47

battle against COVID-19 and future viral epidemics.48

We consider two different candidate phylogenetic trees: Tree of complete49

SARS-CoV-2 Sequences reconstructed by NCBI [3] and a phylogenetic tree50

we reconstructed by applying the sarscov2phylo method developed by Lan-51

fear [23] on the same sequences. Here we show results on the latter; we52

provide results for the NCBI phylogenetic tree in the supplementary.53

In our models, we consider ten potential explanatory factors for explaining54

substitution rates based on sequence, biological function, gene location, and55

others. We compare 43,254 possible regression models and choose between56

them based on statistical goodness of fit scores.57

We evaluate the ability of these models to predict new variants appearing58

in sequences that were added to the NCBI database between February 10th,59

2021 and April 10th, 2021 (“the test period”, see Figure 1). Our evaluation60

scheme does not depend on the correctness of the inferred tree or the family61

of regression models, thus objectively evaluating our models’ ability to rank62
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potential variants. For example, while the overall rate of occurrence of new63

amino acid substitutions in the test period was 2.2% among all candidate64

sites, the top 100 predictions of our selected model included 19 substitutions65

that actually occurred in the test period, for a lift (excess precision compared66

to random ranking) of 8.62.67

Results68

SARS-CoV-2 substitution model69

We briefly describe our statistical modeling approach here; See Online Meth-70

ods for more details.71

We inferred a phylogenetic tree and its mutations from the 44,080 se-72

quences that passed quality control (out of the 61,835 sequences available in73

the NCBI dataset as of 2/8/2021). We then built a training dataset describ-74

ing all potential substitutions in terms of the following explanatory factors:75

1. Locus (Gene) of the site considered76

2. Input nucleotide base (A/C/G/U)77

3. Input amino acid78

4. Input codon79

5. The position of the site in the codon (1-3)80

6. Mature peptide indicator81

7. Stem loop indicator (different categorical values for each one of the82

stem loop genes ORF10 and ORF1ab)83

8. CG pair indicator (different value for each position of the CG pair or84

NULL for non-CG)85

9. Right neighboring nucleotide86

10. Left neighboring nucleotide87
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We considered all possible combinations of using each factor in a gener-88

alized linear model (GLM) [24]: (–) omission, (+) as an explanatory factor,89

or (/) using it to split the GLM into sub-models such that a separate sub-90

model is built for each possible value. In our nomenclature, a model denotes91

a specific choice of inclusion (–,+,/) for each one of the categorical factors,92

and we fit the data the sub-models created by splitting according to the (/)93

factors. Subsequently, a total of 43,254 models were examined (each com-94

prised of multiple sub-models). To account for over-dispersion, we considered95

a Negative-Binomial (NB) regression model in addition to the standard Pois-96

son regression model in our GLM. All our models were fitted separately to97

synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions and accounted for the differ-98

ence in rates between transitions and transversions.99

Table 1 shows the top three NB, and Poisson regression models based100

on their AIC (penalized log-likelihood) score [1] on the training dataset.101

We provide all models in the supplementary material: TableS3.xlsb and Ta-102

bleS4.xlsb.103

Predictions104

We next evaluated the ability of our top models to predict novel substitutions.105

Our prediction data set was constructed as follows. We considered the 32,495106

test sequences that were added to the NCBI database in the period between107

February 10th, 2021, and April 10th, 2021. We then identified 9,696 sites108

with zero substitutions in the training data, i.e., identical or missing in all109

training data sequences. In these, we identified 2,697 sites that had at least110

one substitution in the test sequences. To avoid labeling sequencing errors,111

we required a minimum of two different test sequences with the mutated112

state; hence only 1,266 sites remained. Sites that had a single test sample113

with a mutated state were entirely ignored in the evaluation phase. For an114

illustration of the training and test datasets and our labeling procedure, see115

Figure 1.116

We evaluated the ability of the top regression models to successfully rank117

the sites by their likelihood to mutate during the test period, thus creating118

new variants. Our evaluation is done at the amino acid level rather than the119

individual site (nucleotide) level, to express the notion that non-synonymous120

amino acid changes are the true object of interest in predicting new vari-121

ants. The transition from predicting sites to predicting amino acids is done122

by careful post-processing and aggregation of the prediction model results123
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Table 1: Top-scoring models for the training dataset. The first three
rows correspond to the top-scoring models when NB regression is applied.
The next three rows correspond to the top-scoring models when Poisson
regression is used. Each explaining factor is either (–) omitted from the
model, (+) used as an explanatory factor, or (/) used to split the GLM into
sub-models. We note that there are potential redundancies in the models.
For example, the codon explaining factor contains the complete information
on the amino acid and the nucleotide explaining factors (but not the other
way). Our regression method of examining all inclusion possibilities for each
factor considers this and produces a precise score regardless of the intertwined
information.
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Unspecified phylogeny

Site # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …
Training sequences T/C T A G A/G T/A G T C

Testing sequence # 1 T T A G G T G G C

Testing sequence # 2 C T G A A T G G T

Testing sequence # 3 T T G G A T G T C

… T T A/G G A/G T/A G T/G C

Included in test set No - + No No No - + No

Training period

Sequences released

before 2/8/21

Sequences released

between 2/10/21-4/10/21

Testing period

Figure 1: An illustration of the training and testing dataset for
prediction. Our training data consists of a phylogenetic tree reconstruction
based on sequences released before February 8th, 2021 (green dots). The test
data is comprised of sequences that were released between February 10th and
April 10th, 2021 (gray dots). For these, we did not infer a phylogeny or rely
on any other phylogenetic information. To evaluate our ability to predict
new substitutions, we considered only sites for which no substitutions had
occurred in the training data. The table in the figure shows examples of
which substitutions are included in the test dataset. For sites 1, 5, and 6,
the base is not constant for the training data set, and therefore it is not
included in the test dataset. In sites 4 and 9, there is only one sequence in
the test set that shows a different base from the training sequences; these
sites have not been included in the test set to avoid sequencing errors. For
sites 2 and 7, the base is constant for both the training and the test dataset
making them negative examples in the test dataset, whereas sites 3 and 8
are positive examples, where a confirmed substitution occurred in the test
period.
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(see Online Methods). We used the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and124

the lift (ratio of true positives compared to a baseline model) to assess our125

results. The lift compares our model to two baselines: random ordering of126

all possible relevant substitutions and a base model, which takes into account127

exposure, i.e., the number of ways in which a specific amino acid can be128

created, and also the transition/transversion (ti/tv) ratio, but not the other129

explanatory factors. We compared to the base model as a sanity check that130

our models were indeed finding additional information to characterize amino131

acid substitution rates, beyond the exposure and ti/tv effect.132

The results for our top models are shown in Table 2, both for the entire133

viral genome and the spike gene only, due to its biological importance [8]. For134

each model, we use both Poisson and Negative Binomial regressions for pre-135

dicting the substitution rate. Synonymous and non-synonymous substitution136

rates are modeled separately, due to the fundamentally different biological137

and evolutionary mechanisms they trigger. The community interest in non-138

synonymous substitutions also supports this separation [27, 19]. Note that139

the substitutions are aggregated per amino acid and location on the genome,140

as explained in the Online Methods.141

Based on these results, we chose the third Poisson model of non-synonymous142

amino acid substitutions for a more detailed presentation here. The lift curves143

for this model are shown in Figure 2, demonstrating in more detail our mod-144

els’ ability to identify likely substitutions. Note that in the test dataset, there145

are roughly 2% positives. Using the calculated lifts at 1%, the number of146

true positives is 7.51 times greater than the random model and 3.125 times147

greater than the base model. In numbers, this 1% represents 337 “candidate”148

substitutions, of which 50 actually occurred in the test period (compared to149

6.66 expected under the random model and 16 in the top base model pre-150

dictions). The lift curve against the base model is lower than that against151

the random model, yet still much higher than 1 for the highly ranked candi-152

dates (left side of the plot). This demonstrates that the exposure information153

used in the base model is essential for successful prediction, but the detailed154

models can still identify substantial signal beyond the exposure.155

To help the community predict and analyze future substitutions, we pro-156

vide a complete list of predicted non-synonymous amino acid substitution157

rates in the spike protein in the supplementary. In addition, we note for each158

substitution whether or not it was observed in the training and test datasets159

(Supplementary TableS5.xlsb).160

As an additional demonstration of our models’ success in ranking amino161
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1 0.835 4.707 2.238 0.821 4.607 1.957 0.858 3.577 1.465 0.856 3.577 1.432

2 0.832 4.406 2.095 0.819 4.306 1.830 0.861 3.861 1.581 0.858 3.463 1.386

3 0.836 5.358 2.548 0.826 4.557 1.936 0.847 3.520 1.442 0.846 3.690 1.477

1 0.814 4.062 2.667 0.786 2.538 1.250 0.867 4.748 3.333 0.861 1.899 1.333

2 0.814 4.062 2.667 0.781 3.554 1.750 0.864 4.273 3.000 0.859 3.798 2.667

3 0.830 4.062 2.667 0.827 3.554 1.750 0.863 4.748 3.333 0.864 4.748 3.333

Non-synonymous amino acid substitutions Synonymous amino acid substitutions

Poisson

3% Lift Vs.

Random

model

Base

model 

AUC

Negative Binomial

AUC

3% Lift Vs.

Random

model

Base

model 

Poisson Negative Binomial

3% Lift Vs.

Random

model

Base

model 

Random

model

Base

model 

Model

#

Spike

gene

All

genes

3% Lift Vs.

AUCAUC

Table 2: Prediction results for the top three models. We use the top
three Poisson and Negative Binomial models from Table 1 for prediction on
the test dataset. Results for the entire genome are in the first three rows,
for the spike protein only in the last three. Results are shown separately for
predicting amino acid substitutions (left half) and predicting synonymous
substitutions (right half, these results are not discussed in the text). The
first column in each quarter of the table shows the area under the ROC
curve (AUC) for the corresponding prediction task and modeling approach.
We highlighted the top-scoring model for every (substitution type, locus, ap-
proach) combination. Overall we obtained high AUC scores, showing the
models successfully predicted many of the substitutions. The second and
third columns in each quarter are 3% lift scores of each model versus the
random model and the more elaborate base model (see text and Online Meth-
ods). The top models significantly outperform both baselines stressing the
benefits of our approach over more naive statistical predictions. The model
we analyzed further in the text (third Poisson model for non-synonymous
amino acid substitutions) is also red-framed.
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859N

478K

950H

565L

888L

1176F

681R

1071H

484Q

158G

157S

614G

452R

Rank 1470 1479 1847 1969 1973 2400 2698 2735 3402 4443 4643 6424 7390

Table 3: Rank of spike protein amino acid substitutions. Ranking
was performed by our prediction model on 13,544 possible non-synonymous
amino acid substitutions in the spike protein resulting from one nucleotide
change. The ranks of the 26 variants of interest defined by the CDC are
shown. The highlighted substitutions were not part of the training dataset.

acid substitutions of interest, we analyzed the substitutions comprising the162

variants defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)163

[15] as variants of interest, listed as 26 amino acid substitutions in the spike164

protein. Of these, 23 were included in our training data, while 3 were recorded165

after our training cutoff date of 2/8/2021. We examined their ranking ac-166

cording to our chosen model (third ranked Poisson model) in the list of all167

13,544 possible spike protein amino acid substitutions. Results are given in168

Table 3, demonstrating that 69% of them (18/26, including all three substi-169

tutions not observed in training) were ranked in the top 2,000 (that is, top170

15% of predictions) according to our model.171

Discussion172

In this work, we model substitution rates in the SARS-CoV-2 as a function of173

several possible affecting factors describing sequence and coding information.174

We fit our models to training data that is based on inferring the phylogenetic175

tree connecting tens of thousands of sequences collected before February176

2021 and also inferring the specific substitutions that have occurred on this177

tree. This phylogenetic reconstruction task is extremely challenging, and it is178

unlikely that the inferred tree or substitutions are completely accurate [28].179

This is also evident by the different trees, substitutions, and slightly different180

models we get when we use the sarscov2phylo method [23] to reconstruct181

the tree, with results given in the main text, compared to using NCBI’s182
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reconstruction of the tree (results in supplementary).183

However, a critical point is that our evaluation approach on the test set184

of sequences added after the training cutoff date does not rely on any phylo-185

genetic reconstruction or assumptions on the phylogenetic context between186

the test sequences and training sequences (as illustrated in Figure 1). The187

fact that the test set shows high AUC and lift curves demonstrates that188

regardless of doubts about the accuracy of the training phylogenetic recon-189

struction, the models we fit to the training data are indeed useful to predict190

future substitutions.191

The specific substitutions we include in the test set were carefully chosen192

to avoid sequencing errors and phylogenetic uncertainty in the evaluation.193

However, we emphasize that our models can be used to predict the likelihood194

of all possible substitutions and variants, including ones that have already195

appeared in the training data (as we did in our analysis of known variants in196

Table 3). Furthermore, the nucleotide level predictions we generate can be197

easily transformed into amino acid level predictions, as we did in our actual198

evaluation and AUC and lift calculations (with the methodology described199

in Online Methods). This is critical since the discussion of variants in the200

literature is typically focused on the amino acid level [33, 34].201

Our top regression models shown in Table 1 suggest that all of the factors202

we consider are potentially useful for predicting future substitutions and203

variants, but some are more important than others. Specifically, most of the204

best models split into sub-models by amino acid rather than by codon (as205

shown by their designation as / in all top models according to NB AIC),206

suggesting that codon usage bias effects such as those described in [27, 13]207

may not be major.208

An important property of our regression approach is that regression mod-209

els consider all candidate explanatory factors at once. They are thus able210

to identify factors that appear essential when considered on their own but211

whose effect can be explained away by other, better factors. For instance,212

the neighboring nucleotides identities (context) seem to have a minor role213

once the amino acid and codon position are taken into account and are not214

included at all in some of our top models (as indicated by their designation215

as – in two of the top three models). While it is true that in an analysis216

examining only the connection between neighbors and likelihood of substi-217

tution, the context would appear very significant (results not shown), this218

effect is mitigated and may disappear when taking into account the better219

factors.220
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In summary, our statistical modeling approach offers two significant ben-221

efits: A better understanding and modeling of the factors affecting substitu-222

tion rates in the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and by implication in other viruses; and223

the resulting predictive models, which can be used to rank future variants by224

their likelihood. We hope and expect that both of these contributions will225

serve the scientific and medical communities in the ongoing battle against226

the COVID-19 epidemic caused by this virus.227

Code availability228

The code used in this work is available at:229

https://github.com/Kerenlh/sarscov2predictions.git230

Funding231

This work was supported in part by a fellowship from the Edmond J. Safra232

Center for Bioinformatics at Tel-Aviv University.233

Online Methods234

Phylogeny of SARS-CoV-2235

The sequences used in this work were all downloaded from the NCBI website1
236

[3]. As a training set, we used 61,835 available sequences as of February 8th,237

2021. For a test set, we used 32,495 sequences released between February238

10th, 2021, and April 10th, 2021. We used two phylogenetic reconstructions239

of SARS-CoV-2 following related works in the literature [10, 36, 26]:240

1. The tree of complete SARS-CoV-2 Sequences by NCBI 2.241

2. A tree reconstructed by us using the sarscov2phylo method developed242

by Lanfear 3 [23].243

NCBI’s tree and the sarscov2phylo method exclude noisy sequences. These244

include low quality sequences and sequences missing sufficient data so that245

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sars-cov-2/
2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/precomptree
3https://github.com/roblanf/sarscov2phylo
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it is hard to place them meaningfully in the phylogeny. We used the global246

sequence alignment method implemented in the sarscov2phylo method which247

aligns every sequence to the reference sequence (accession NC 045512.2) from248

NCBI and then joins the individually aligned sequences into a global align-249

ment using MAFFT v7.471 [21], faSplit 4, faSomeRecords 5 and GNUparallel250

[35].251

Internal Nodes Reconstruction252

The internal nodes of the tree phylogeny are necessary to infer the substitu-253

tions that occurred on the tree edges. We now describe our heuristic, inspired254

by Fitch’s algorithm [14], used to reconstruct the sequences in the internal255

nodes.256

Every site holds a probability vector over the bases A/C/G/U defined as257

follows:258

1. For every leaf, assign probability 1 to the base in the respective site259

and probability 0 to all other bases. Whenever there is base ambiguity,260

the probability is split uniformly among the possible bases.261

2. Pass from bottom to top. The probability vector of an internal262

node is the average of the probability vectors of its children.263

3. Pass from top to bottom. We descend the tree from the root and264

add to each node ǫ = 1/(# of children) multiplied by its parent’s prob-265

ability vector (and normalize by 1 + ǫ to keep it in the l1-simplex).266

4. The chosen base at every node is determined by the highest probability267

value. This procedure also solves ambiguous sites in the leaves.268

By doing this, we break ties between the highest probabilities (such ties are269

frequent) and allow information to flow between nodes that have a common270

ancestor.271

Finally, we applied a battery of statistical tests to validate the phylo-272

genetic tree and its internal nodes. For example, multiple back mutations273

might imply that the internal node reconstruction is faulty, so we examined274

the number of back mutations in the two phylogenetic trees. In the tree275

4(http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/)
5(https://github.com/ENCODE-DCC/kentUtils)
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reconstructed according to Lanfear’s method, there were no back mutations,276

while in the tree reconstructed by NCBI, there were only two with no obvious277

alternative (examined manually).278

Substitution Model279

By reconstructing the tree’s internal nodes, we can generate a tabular dataset280

consisting of the list of factors and the number of substitutions that occurred281

for each instantiation of these factors. We use the multiple regression ap-282

proach described in [25] which considers for every factor in the tabular data283

the options to either join in the regression linearly (marked +), not join at284

all (marked –), or to partition the data according to it (marked /). We use285

the term model to denote a specific choice of inclusion for each categorical286

factor that might affect the substitution rate as listed.287

A partitioning (/) splits the regression model into multiple smaller re-288

gressions, where each factor gets one of its values. Consider, for example,289

that there are only two factors, the base, and the codon position. If both290

are (+), then only one regression will be applied with a one-hot encoding of291

both factors. However, if the base is (/), we will use four regression models to292

partition the data according to the base (A/C/G/U). We use the term sub-293

model for each of the actual models fitted after splitting. The AIC [1] score294

is given by AIC = 2k − 2 log(L̂) where k is the number of free parameters295

and L̂ is the maximum likelihood. Then, the AIC scores of these sub-models296

are summed up to form one unified score for this model.297

Consequently, the number of models we consider is, in theory, combina-298

torial in the number of values each factor can have. However, the number299

of models can be substantially reduced since some factors are dependent on300

one another (for example, the codon determines the amino acid and base).301

In our data, we score 43,254 models. We apply both Poisson regression and302

Negative-Binomial regression [18] for each model, where the latter is used303

to account for overdispersion, specifically to account for latent factors not304

included in the model. The complete list of factors is given in the main305

paper. Finally, our experiments infer different regression coefficients for syn-306

onymous and non-synonymous sub-models and combine the AIC scores. We307

also considered doing the same for transitions/transversions and different308

output nucleotides, but we got strictly worse AIC scores.309

Another critical notion is that of exposure [6], which weights the states310

we train on according to the frequency of their occurrence. For instance, a311
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specific combination of frequently appearing factors in the dataset has rela-312

tively higher exposure than a rare set. When we learn the regression model,313

taking exposure into account is crucial to reduce bias in the dataset and im-314

prove the predictions. The exposure is proportional to the total amount of315

time a specific set of factors was observed. To calculate that duration, we316

summarize the lengths of relevant branches in the phylogenetic tree and use317

the sum as an offset variable in the regression.318

Finally, we apply additional normalization. We first define the non-
synonymous ti/tv ratio [42]:

rnon-syn

ti:tv =
# Non-synonymous transitions

# Non-synonymous transversions

in the training data. Then, we count the number of possible transitions and319

transversions per state for each state and normalize the substitution rate320

accordingly. For example, the codon GCG in the first codon position has321

one possible non-synonymous transition and two possible non-synonymous322

transversions. The non-synonymous substitution rate for that state is hence323

normalized by 1 + 2/rnon-syn

ti:tv . An identical procedure is applied to the syn-324

onymous substitutions.325

Prediction326

Our main prediction task is focused on predicting amino acid substitutions.327

As our basic predictions are always at the single nucleotide level, we care-328

fully aggregate them to form amino acid predictions – the substitution rate329

of an amino acid output at a given location is the sum of the rates of all330

the substitutions leading to it. Note that in most but not all cases, there331

is only a simple correspondence, in that there is a single non-synonymous332

nucleotide substitution that leads to a given amino acid change. However,333

more complex settings can occur, such as the substitution from Histidine to334

Glutamine through four different non-synonymous transversions in the third335

codon position.336

To test the performance of our predictions, we compare them to two base-337

lines. The first baseline is the random model which places equal probability338

on all amino acid substitutions. While a naive random model would consider339

all 21 amino acids per location, we permit only one substitution per codon340

since multiple substitutions per codon are highly unlikely (less than 0.5% of341

the substitutions occurred at adjacent sites in the same tree branch). This342
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limitation drastically improves the random model’s predictions and reduces343

possible amino acid substitutions throughout the molecule from 121,653 to344

33,684.345

The second baseline model is called base model. This model takes into346

account the exposure and ti/tv normalization for each substitution and uses it347

for prediction. Hence it is a lot less naive than the random model and relies348

on careful evaluation of the different likelihood for different substitutions349

based on the observed states in the tree and the ti/tv effect. It differs from350

our “true” prediction models in ignoring the ten potential affecting factors,351

and comparing to it is our way to quantify the contribution of these factors352

to predictive power within our regression approach.353

To compare the top models to the baseline models, we use two scoring354

methods – AUC and lift (we emphasize here again that all comparisons are355

made on data in the test period not used for building the models, as explained356

in Figure 1 of the main text). First, we transform the predicted substitution357

rate into a binary prediction vector of 0/1 predictions. We do this by applying358

a threshold on the predicted substitution rate where all rates above a specific359

value are deemed positive. By varying the threshold, we can derive the360

ROC curve (using the test dataset as the ground truth), from which we can361

calculate the AUC score. Lift [41, 38] measures how well a targeting model362

performs at predicting compared to a random choice method. We compute363

the lift for each threshold by taking the ratio of “precision at x%” between364

our model and each baseline model separately.365
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